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Integral Eisenstein cocycles on GL,,, II: Shintani's method
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Abstract. We define a cocycle on GL„ (Q) using Shintani's method. This construction is

closely related to earlier work of Solomon and Hill, but differs in that the cocycle property is

achieved through the introduction of an auxiliary perturbation vector Q. As a corollary of our
result we obtain a new proof of a theorem of Diaz y Diaz and Friedman on signed fundamental
domains, and give a cohomological reformulation of Shintani's proof of the Klingen-Siegel
rationality theorem on partial zela functions of totally real fields.

Next we relate the Shintani cocycle to the Sczech cocycle by showing that the two differ
by the sum of an explicit coboundary and a simple "polar" cocycle. This generalizes a result of
Sczech and Solomon in the case n 2.

Finally, we introduce an integral version of our cocycle by smoothing at an auxiliary
prime I. This integral refinement has strong arithmetic consequences. We showed in previous
work that certain specializations of the smoothed class yield the p-adic L-functions of totally
real fields. Furthermore, combining our cohomological construction with a theorem of Spiess,
one deduces that that the order of vanishing of these /t-adic L-functions is at least as large as
the expected one.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we study a certain "Eisenstein cocycle" on GL„(Q) defined using
Shintani's method Our construction follows previous works of Solomon, Hu, Hill,
Spiess, and Steele in this direction ([23], [15], [14], [26], [28]).

We study three main themes in this paper. First, we define an (n — l)-cocycle on

GL„(Q) valued in a ceitain space of power series denoted R((z))hd. The basic idea

ot defining a cocycle using Shintani's method is well-known; the value of the cocycle
on a tuple of matrices is the Shintani-Solomon generating series associated to the

simphcial cone whose generators are the linages of a fixed vector under the action ot
these mati ices. The difficulty in defining a cocycle stems from two issues: choosing
which boundary faces to include in the definition of the cone, and dealing with
degenerate situations when the generators of the cone do not he in general position.
Hill's method is to embed R" into a certain ordered field with n indeterminates, and

to perturb the geneiators of the cone using these indeterminates so that the resulting
vectors aie always in general position. The papers [28] and [26] use Hill's method.
Our method is related, but somewhat different. We choose an auxiliary irrational
vector Q e R" and include a face of the simplicial cone if perturbing the face by this

vector brings it into the interior of the cone. We learned during the writing of this

paper that this perturbation idea was studied much earlier by Colmez in unpublished
work for the purpose of constiucting Shintani domains [8], Colmez's technique was
used by Diaz y Diaz and Friedman in [12], However the application of this method

to the cocycle property appears to be novel.

Using formulas ot Shintani and Solomon, we prove that the cocycle we construct
specializes under the cap product with certain homology classes to yield the special
values of partial zeta functions of totally real fields of degree n at nonpositive
integers. This is a cohomological reformulation of Shintani's calculation of these

special values and his resulting proof of the Klingen-Siegel theorem on their

rationality
In 1993, Sczech introduced in [20] an Eisenstein cocycle on GL„(Q) that enabled

him to give anothei proof of the Klingen-Siegel theorem. Our second main result

is that the cocycles defined using Shintani's method and Sczech's method are in fact

cohomologous The fact that such a result should hold has long been suspected by

experts in the field; all previous attempts were restricted to the case n 2 (see for
instance [211, [24, §7| or [14, §5]). One technicality is that the cocycles are naturally
defined with values in different modules, so we first define a common module where
the cocycles can be compared, and then we provide an explicit coboundary relating
them

The third and final theme explored in this paper is a smoothing process that allows
for the definition of an integral version of the Shintani cocycle. The smoothing
method was introduced in our earlier paper [5], where we defined an integral version
ot the Eisenstein cocycle constructed by Sczech. The integrality property of the
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smoothed cocycles has strong arithmetic consequences. We showed in [5] that one

can use the smoothed Sczech-Eisenstein cocycle to construct the p-adic L-functions
of totally real fields and furthermore to study the analytic behavior of these p-adic L-
functions at 5 0. In particular, we showed using work of Spiess [25] that the order

of vanishing of these p-adic L-functions at s 0 is at least equal to the expected

one, as conjectured by Gross in [13]. The formal nature of our proofs implies that

these arithmetic results could be deduced entirely from the integral version of the

Shintani cocycle constructed in this paper. In future work, we will explore further
the leading terms of these />adic L-functions at s 0 using our cohomological
method [10],

We conclude the introduction by stating our results in greater detail and

indicating the direction of the proofs. Sections 4 and 5 both rely on Sections 2 and 3

but are independent from each other. Only Section 5 uses results from the earlier

paper [CD],

Q -perturbation, cocycle condition and fundamental domains. Fix an integer
n > 2, and let T GL„(Q). Let K, denote the abelian group of functions on R"
generated by the characteristic functions of rational open simplicial cones, i.e. sets

of the form R>oUi + R>o^2 + • + R>oW with linearly independent u,- e Q".
Let R"rr c R" denote the set of vectors with the property that their n components

are linearly independent over Q. Let Q denote the set of equivalence classes of R"rr

under multiplication by R>o-
Given an n-tuple of matrices A (A\ An) e T", we let cx, Q" denote the

leftmost column of At, i.e. the image under Aj of the first standard basis vector. (In
fact replacing this basis vector by any nonzero vector in Q" would suffice.) Fixing

we define an element 9>sh(4, Q) £ fC as follows. If the oy are linearly
dependent, we simply let <t>sh(4, Q) 0- If the are linearly independent, we
define <J>Sh(/l, Q) e K, to be the characteristic function of the simplicial cone C
0(cr i crn) and some of its boundary faces, multiplied by sgn(det(oy on)). A
boundary face is included if translation of an element of that face by a small positive
multiple of Q moves the element into the interior of C. The property Q e R'/n.

ensures that Q does not lie in any face of the cone, and hence translation by a small

multiple of Q moves any element of a face into either the interior or exterior of the

cone. The definition of <3>sh(^4. Q) depends on Q only up to its image in Q.
Our first key result is the following cocycle property of <J>sh (see Theorems 2.1

and 2.6), The function

n

£(-l)'OSh040 Ai,...,A„,Q) (!•')
/=o

lies in the subgroup C C JC generated by characteristic functions of wedges, i.e. sets

°f the form Riq + R>qU2 + • • • + R>oW for some r > 1 and linearly independent
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Vj Q". We conclude that the function 4>Sh defines a homogeneous (n — l)-cocycle
on T valued in the space TV" of functions Q -> IC/C.

Along the way we note that if the a, are all in the positive orthant of R", then

in fact the function (1.1) vanishes. As a result we obtain another proof of the main
theorem of (12], which gives an explicit signed fundamental domain for the action

of the group of totally positive units in a totally real field of degree n on the positive
orthant. In the language of [26 j, we show that the specialization of 4>sh to the unit

group is a Shintani cocycle (see Theorem 2.5 below).
Using this result and Shintani's explicit formulas for the special values of zeta

functions associated to simplicial cones, we recover the following classical result

originally proved by Klingen and Siegel. Let F be a totally real field, and let a and f
be relatively prime integral ideals of F. The partial zeta function of F associated to
the narrow ray class of a modulo f is defined by

Re(s) > 1. (1.2)
ci

Here the sum ranges over integral ideals b C F equivalent to n in the narrow ray
class group modulo f, which we denote Gy The function ^(a, s) has a meromorphic
continuation to C, with only a simple pole at s 1.

Theorem 1. The values ^(a, —k)for integers k > 0 are rational.

We prove Theorem 1 by showing that

?f(a,-fe) ($sh.3*> (1.3)

where 3/t £ Hn~\(T.My) is a certain homology class depending on ci, f, and k, and

the indicated pairing is the cap product

//""'(T.TV") x Hn-X{Y,J\[y) —>• R, Äfv Hom(TV,R). (1.4)

See Theorem 3.10 below for a precise statement. Combined with a rationality
property of our cocycle (Theorem 3.9) that implies that the cap product (<l>sh. 3k)
lies in Q, we deduce the desired result.

Our proof of Theorem 1 is simply a cohomological reformulation of Shintani's

original argument. However, our construction has the benefit that we give an explicit
signed fundamental domain. This latter feature is useful for computations and served

as a motivation for [12] as well.

Comparison with the Sczech cocycle. Sczech's proof of Theorem 1 is deduced

from an identity similar to (1.3), but involving a different cocycle. It leads to

explicit formulas in terms of Bernoulli numbers that resemble those of Shintani in

[22], A natural question that emerges is whether a direct comparison of the two
constructions is possible. Our next result, stated precisely in Theorem 4.1, is a
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proof that the cocycle on T defined in Sections 2 and 3 using Shintani's method
is cohomologous (after projecting to the + 1-eigenspace for the action of {±1} on
Q) to the cocycle defined by Sczech, up to a simple and minor error term. Rather
than describing the details of Sczech's construction in this introduction, we content
ourselves with explaining the combinatorial mechanism enabling the proof, with an
informal discussion in the language of [19, §2.2],

For n vectors rj z„ C", define a rational function of a variable x e C" by

det(r,,..., xn)
./(r l r„)(x)

(a-. Ti)---(X,T„)
Given an «-tuple of matrices A (A,,..., A„) e T", denote by A;y- the y'th column
°f the matrix Aj. The function / satisfies a cocycle property (see (4.2)) that implies
that the assignment A m- a(A) : /(/In- A21...., A„,) defines a homogeneous
(" — l)-cocycle on T valued in the space of functions on Zariski open subsets of C".
The tational function a(A) is not defined on the hyperplanes (x, An) 0.

Alternatively we consider, for each .v e C" — {0}, the index tu,- Wi(A,x)
giving the leftmost column of A,- not orthogonal to x. The function ß(A)(x)
/(Aiu;,,..., AnW/i)(x) is then defined on C" - {0}, and the assignment A ß(A)
can also be viewed as a homogeneous (11 — l)-cocycle on T.

Using an explicit computation, we show that the function a corresponds to our
Shintani cocycle (Proposition 4.10), whereas the function ß yields Sczech's cocycle
(Proposition 4.9). A coboundary relating a and ß is then given as follows. Let
A — (A 1,..., A„_,) e r"-1, and define for i 1— 1:

hi (A) j/(Aiu>i A(,-—1) u;, _! - A/1 Ai Wi, A(, + i)i,-^(«—1)1) if Wi > 1

(0 if wi 1.

Let h -- 22"=}(—1We show that ß — a clh. In the case 11 2, this recovers
etch's formula [ 19, Page 371 ].

Smoothing and applications to classical and /?-adic L-functions. In Section 5,
We fix a prime i and we introduce a smoothed version <J>sh,f of the Shintani cocycle,
essentially by taking a difference between <t>sh and a version of the same shifted by a
tnatux of determinant I. The smoothed cocycle is defined on an arithmetic subgroup
l C T and shown to satisfy an integrality property (Theorem 5.7).

Through the connection of the Shintani cocycle to zeta values given by (1.3), this
'ftegrality property translates as in [CD] into corresponding results about special
values of zeta functions. For the interest of the reader, we have included the
statements of these arithmetic results in this introduction. For the proofs we refer

e reader to [5], where these applications were already presented.
Our first arithmetic application of the smoothed cocycle is the following integral
nement of Theorem 1, originally due to Pi. Cassou-Nogues [4] and Deligne-

Ktaet [Hi.
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Theorem 2. Let c be an integral ideal of F relatively prime to f and let I Nc. The

smoothed zeta function

£f,c(a..v) tf(ac,i)

assumes values in Z[1 /t] at nonpositive integers s.

Cassou-Nogues' proof of Theorem 2 is a refinement of Shintani's method under
the assumption that Of/c is cyclic. The proof of Theorem 2 that follows from the

constructions in this paper is essentially a cohomological reformulation of Cassou-

Nogues' argument. For simplicity we assume further that i Nc is prime. One

can define a modified version of the homology class 3k denoted 3k,e> such that

£f,c(a. —k) (Osh.G 3k,l)- A result from [51 restated in Theorem 5.7 below implies
that the cap product (<$sh,G 3k,e) 'ies if Z[l/^], thereby completing the proof of
Theorem 2.

The final arithmetic application of our results regards the study of the p-
adic L-functions associated to abelian characters of the totally real field F. Let

\f:Ga\{F/F) —> Q be a totally even finite order character. Fix embeddings
Q C and Q Qp, so that f can be viewed as taking values in C or Qp.
Let to: Gal(F/F) —> pp-\ C Q* denote1" the Teichmüller character. Using the

integrality properties of our cocycle <f>sh,G one recovers the following theorem of
Cassou-Nogues [4], Barsky [1] and Deligne-Ribet [11],

Theorem 3. There is a unique meromorphic p-adic L-function Lp(f, s): TLp —> Cp
satisfying the interpolation property

Lp(f, 1 -k) L*(fto~k, 1 -k)
for integers k > 1, where L* denotes the classical L-function with Eulerfactors at
the primes dividing p removed. The function Lp is analytic if \f ^ 1. Iff 1,

there is at most a simple pole at s 1 and no other poles.

Now consider the totally odd character x and let rx denote the number
of primes p of F above p such that /(p) 1. In [13], Gross proposed the following:

Conjecture 1 (Gross). We have

ords=0 Lp(f,s) rx.

Combining our cohomological construction of the p-adic L-function with
Spiess's formalism, one obtains the following partial result towards Gross's
conjecture:

Theorem 4. We have

ordi=0 Lp{f,s) > rx.

+As usual, replace jtn-\ by {±1} when p 2.
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In the case p > 2, the result of Theorem 4 was already known from Wiles' proof
of the Iwasawa Main Conjecture [301. Our method contrasts with that of Wiles in
that it is purely analytic; we calculate the Arth derivative of LCtP(xco, x) at s 0 and
show that it equals the cap product of a cohomology class derived from with a
certain homology class denoted 3|0g<t • Spiess' theorem that the classes 3]og/t vanish
for k < rx then concludes the proof. Our method applies equally well when p 2.

Spiess proved Theorem 4 as well using his formalism and his alternate construction

of a Shintani cocycle [26], Note that our cocycle d>sh is "universal" in the sense
that it is defined on the group T GL„(Q), whereas the cocycles defined by Spiess
are restricted to subgroups arising from unit groups in totally real number fields.
(See Section 3.1 below, where we describe how our universal cocycle <t>sh can be
specialized to yield cocycles defined on unit groups.)

We should stress that while our proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 are merely
cohomological reformulations of the works of Shintani [22] and Cassou-Nogues [4],
the proof of Theorem 4 relies essentially on the present cohomological construction
and Spiess' theorems on cohomological p-adic L-functions. In upcoming work we
explore further the application of the cohomological method towards the leading
terms of p-adic L-functions at s 0 and their relationship to Gross-Stark units
[10|.

Acknowledgements. It is a pleasure to thank Pierre Colmez, Michael Spiess, and
Glenn Stevens for helpful discussions and to acknowledge the influence of their
Papers [6], [26], and [27] on this work. The first author thanks Alin Bostan and
Bruno Salvy for many related discussions that stressed the importance of power
series methods. In March 2011, the second and third authors gave a course at the
Arizona Winter School that discussed Eisenstein cocycles. The question of proving
that the Shintani and Sczech cocycles are cohomologous was considered by the
students in our group: Jonathan Cass, Francesc Castella, Joel Dodge, Veronica Ertl,
Brandon Levin, Rachel Newton, Ari Shnidman, and Ying Zhang. A complete proof
was given for the smoothed cocycles in the case n 2. We would like to thank
these students and the University of Arizona for an exciting week in which some of
the ideas present in this work were fostered.

2. The Shintani cocycle

2-1. Colmez perturbation. Consider linearly independent vectors V\ vn e
The open cone generated by the u, is the set

C(v i v„) R>oU] + R>(fo2 + • • + R>oUj.

We denote the characteristic function of this open cone by 1C(V, By
convention, when n 0, we define C(0) {0}. Let /Cr denote the abelian group
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of functions Rm —> Z generated by the characteristic functions of such open cones.

Fix now a subspace V c Rm spanned by arbitrary vectors vi,...,vn e Rm, and

an auxiliary vector Q e Rm. We define a function cq(vi, vn) e /Cr as follows.
If the v, are linearly dependent, then cq(v= 0. If the v, are linearly
independent, we impose the further condition that Q e V but that Q is not in the R-
hnear span of any subset of n — 1 of the d,. The function cq(v j, ,vn) is defined

to be the characteristic function of Cq(vj, v„), which is the disjoint union of
the open cone C(v\,.... v„) and some of its boundary faces (of all dimensions,

including 0). A boundary face of the open cone C is included in Cq if translation of
an element of the face by a small positive multiple of Q sends that element into the

interior of C. Formally, we have:

cq(v i v„)(w)

!hme_>0+
lc(ui, ,v„)(w + eQ) if the vi are linearly independent,

0 otherwise.

The limit in (2.1) is easily seen to exist and is given explicitly as follows. If tu ^ V,
then cq(v\, vn)(w) 0. On the other hand if

n n

w ^wtvt, Q ^qlVl (alle/, ^ 0),
1=1 i=t

then

!1
if w, > 0 and id, 0 => qt > 0 for i

0 otherwise.

(2.2)

Let us give one more characterization of this "Q-perturbation process" that will
be useful for future calculations. For simplicity we suppose m n and that the

vectors v, are linearly independent. We denote by o the n x n matrix whose columns

are the vectors v,. For each subset / C {1,...,«}, we have the open cone Cj
C(v, : i e I). The weight of this cone (equal to 0 or 1) in the disjoint union Cq
is given as follows. Let d |/|. The d-dimensional subspace containing the cone

Cj can be expressed as the intersection of the n — d codimension 1 hyperplanes
determined by v* 0, for i e I {1Here {u*} is the dual basis to
the v,. Under the usual inner product on R", the v* are the columns of the matrix
a-'. Each hyperplane v* — 0 divides its complement into a plus part and minus

part, namely the half-space containing the cone C(ui,..., vn) and the half-space
not containing the cone (as an inequality, (id, v*) > 0 or < 0). The weight of C/ is

equal to 1 if Q lies in the totally positive region defined by these hyperplanes, i.e. if
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(Ö. v(- > 0 for all / e I. Otherwise, the weight of Cj is 0. In summary,

weight«:,) q (2.3)

ief
Note that this formula is valid for d n as well, with the standard convention that
empty products are equal to 1.

2.2. Cocycle relation. We now derive a cocycle relation satisfied by the functions
CQ Let iq,..., vn Rm be linearly independent vectors, with n > 1. A set of the
form

L Riq + R>qU2 + • • • + R>ofn (2.4)
>s called a wedge. The characteristic function of L is an element of /Cr since

L C(vi v„) U C(v2 v„) U C(-ui,v2,..., vn).

Let £r — £R(Rm) q /^R be subgroup generated by the functions 1l for all
wedges L.

Theorem 2.1. Let n > 1, and let vq v„ e Rm be nonzero vectors spanning a
xubspace V of dimension at most //. Let Q £ V be a vector not contained in the
span of any subset of n — 1 of the v,. Let B denote a fixed ordered basis of V and
define for each i the orientation

Oß(vi) := Og(vo,... ,Vj v„) signdet(uo fi,,..., u„) e {0, ±1},

where the written matrix gives the representation of the vectors vj in terms of the
basis B, for j f /. Then

n

1)' 0Ä(i),)c ö(uo Vj u«)s0 (mod £r). (2.5)
1=0

Furthermore, ifeach Vj lies in the totally positive orthant (R>o)m, then in fact

n

0B(Vj)CQ(Vo Vj v„) 0.

i=0

^roof prove the result by induction on n. For the base case n 1, the argument
or the "general position" case below gives the desired result; alternatively one can

eck the result in this case by hand.
For the inductive step, note first that the result is trivially true by the definition of

2 unless dim V n.VJe therefore suppose this holds and consider two cases.
Case 1. The Vj are in general position in V, i.e. any subset of {u0 v„} of size n
spans V. For any w £ V, it then follows from our assumption on Q that for e > 0
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small enough, the set {u0 vn, w + eQ} is in general position in V. In view of
the definition of i q given in (2.1), Proposition 2 of [14] therefore implies that the

left side of (2 5) is a constant function on V taking the value cl(vo,..., v„) defined

as follows Let A, foi i 0,..., n be nonzero constants such that Yl"=o ^>vi 0-

The A, are well-defined up to a simultaneous scalar multiplication. Then

W — l)'Oß(ßj) if the A, all have the same sign,
cI(vo, i>„) (2.6)

10 otherwise.

One readily checks that right side of (2.6) is independent of i. Now, the characteristic
function of V lies in £R, giving the desired result. Furthermore, if the v, he in the

totally positive oithant (R>ü)'", then the A, cannot all have the same sign and hence

cl(v0 v„) 0. This completes the proof in the case where the v, are in general

position

Case 2. The v, aie not in general position. Without loss of generality, assume that

Do Oi-i are linearly dependent. Let V' denote the (n — l)-dimensional space
spanned by these n vectors Denote by n'\ V —» V' and n\ V —» R the projections
according to the direct sum decomposition V V © Rn„. We claim that for
i 0 /? — 1 and w e V, we have

cq(vo Vt • • vn)(w) cv(ö)(w0, )(n'(w))- gQ(w), (2.7)

where
(1 if n(w) > 0 and 7r(ui) 0 => n{Q) > 0,

gß(w) - jo otherwjse

First note that it Uo v, v„ are linearly dependent, then under our conditions

we necessarily have that Do v,,, vn-i are linearly dependent, and both sides

of (2.7) are zero.

Therefore suppose that the vectors Do v, d„ are linearly independent, in

which case d0, v,. d„_i are clearly linearly independent as well, and hence

span V. Fuithermore ix'(Q) V satisfies the condition that it is not contained in

the span of any subset of // — 2 of these vectors, or else Q would lie in the span of
ii — 1 of the original vectors d0, v„; hence the right side of (2.7) is well-defined.

Equation (2 7) now follows directly from the interpretation of the function cq given
in (2.2).

To deal with the orientations note that if B' is any other basis of V, then

OB(V1) Ob(B')-Ob'(Vi). (2.8)

We therefore choose for convenience a basis B' for V whose last element is the

vector d„.
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Using (2.7) and (2.8) and the fact that cq(v0, vn- i) 0 since v0,..., u„_i
are linearly dependent, we calculate

n

^(—1)' Ob(Vi)cq(Vq V, v„)(w)
1=0

II-1
Ob(B') ^(-1)' Ob'(v,)cq(v0, tvn)(w)

1=0

Oß(B')iQ(w)gQ(w),

where

n —1

Iq(w) ^(-l)'Ofl'(O, )cn'(Q)(v0—,Vi—,vn-i)(jr'(w)).
1=0

Now if we let B" be the basis of V given by the image of the first n — 1 elements of
under tc' it is clear that

0B'(v,) OB"(v0,.... v,,..., v„-i).

Therefore the function iq can be written

n — 1

^q(w) ^(-l)'Or(y0 v, vn-i)c7l'(Q)(v0, ...,ivn-i){n'(w)).
i=0

T"! •

is is the exact form for which we can use the inductive hypothesis to conclude that
Q e £r(V') and Iq 0 if each v, lies in the totally positive orthant. It is readily

o ecked that this implies that iQgQ £r(K) as desired (and IQgQ 0 if each u,
»es in the totally positive orthant).

2-3. Signed fundamental domains. In this section we show that Theorem 2.1 can
6 corntnned with a result of Colmez to deduce a theorem of Diaz y Diaz and
ne man on the existence of signed Shintani domains. We use this result in the

Proof of Theorem 3.10 in order to relate our cocycle to the special values of partial
Zeta functions.

th
<"°ns'c'er l'le totally positive orthant (R>o)" C R", which forms a group under

e operation * of componentwise multiplication. Let D {x e (R>o)" :

'x2 • • -xn ~ i} Let u q j) denote a subgroup that is discrete and free of rank
J "pi ^ c 1

• He goal of this section is to determine an explicit fundamental domain for the
ction of U on the totally positive orthant in terms of an ordered basis {u w„_i}
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Define the orientation

iuu := signdet(log(t/i7))"ji]) ±1, (2.9)

where Uij denotes the jth coordinate of w(. For each permutation a G Sn-\ let

fi,a "<T(I) ' '' "<j(( — I) ^ ' — 1 /7

(so by convention v\_a (1. 1 1) for all a). Define

wa (—l)"~'u;u sign(cr) sign(det(u,iCT)f=1) G {0, ±1}.

We choose for our perturbation vector the coordinate basis vector en

(0,0 0, 1), and assume that e„ satisfies the property that it does not lie in the

Rdinear span of any (n — 1) of elements of U. Note that the action of U preserves
the ray R>oe«.

Theorem 2.2 (Colmez, [6], Lemme 2.2). Ifwa 1 for all a e Sn-1, then

I | Ce„ (rr 1 jCr» > vn,a) (2.10)

CTS„_|

is a fundamental domain for the action ofU on the totally positive orthant (R>o)".
In other words, we have

^ ^ '
ceii(Vl,o * x) 1

UU GS/} —

for all x £ (R>0)".

Remark 2.3. Note that each of the vectors vI>CT lies in the positive orthant,
so each open cone C(u(|i(T,..., u,-, jff) is contained in the positive orthant when

r > 1. Furthermore, e„ lies along a coordinate axis and is not contained in

C(tfi,a tVff), hence 0 ^ Ce„ (vUa,..., Therefore Ce(ui,CT,..., v„A) C

(R>o)"-

The following generalization was recently proved by Diaz y Diaz and Friedman

using topological degree theory. We will show that the cocycle property of cq proved
in Theorem 2.1 allows one to deduce their theorem from the earlier result of Colmez.
Note that our proof of the theorem relies upon Colmez's theorem, whereas the proof
of Diaz y Diaz and Friedman recovers it.

Definition 2.4. A signed fundamental domain for the action of U on (R>o)" is by
definition a formal linear combination D '^flal C, of open cones with a, g Z such

that Y.ueu E, Mc, (»*.v) 1 for all x e (R>0)"- We call 1D := atlc, /CR

the characteristic function of D.

Note that when each a,- 1 and the C,- are disjoint, the set U, C,- is a fundamental
domain in the usual sense.
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Theorem 2.5 (Diaz y Diaz-Friedman, [12], Theorem 1). The formal linear combination

^ '
woCe„(Vl,a Gi,cr)

creS,,-1

'v a s'§ned fundamental domain for the action ofU on (R>o)'J, i.e.

Y2 w"ce„(Vi,a V„<a)(u * x) 1 (2.11)
UEU (J&Sf!— I

for all x e (R>0)".

Proof Colmez proved the existence of a hnite index subgroup V C U such that the
condition wa 1 for all o holds for some basis of V (see [6], Lemme 2.1). Fix such
a suhgroup V. Our technique is to reduce the desired result for U to the result for V,
which is given by Colmez's theorem.

Endow the abelian group /Cr with an action of U by

(uf){x)=f(iCl*x). (2.12)

The key point of our proof is the construction of a cohomology class [fu] e
H 1

{U, /Cr) as follows. Given v\,... ,vn e U, let

<Pu(vi v„) sign(det(u,)"=i)ce„(vi,..., v„) e /CR. (2.13)

The G-invariance of <f>y follows from the definition of cen given in (2.1) along with
the above-noted property that the action of U preserves R>oen. The fact that <pu
satisfies the cocycle property

n

^(-l)'0t/(t4) v, v„) 0

1=0

ls given by Theorem 2.1, since the v, lie in the positive orthant. We let [<f>u\ e
H (U, /CR) be the cohomology class represented by the homogeneous cocycle
<i>v.

The basis u, u„-\ of U gives an explicit element ajj e Hn-i(U,Z) s Z

^follows. We represent homology classes by the standard projective resolution

Z[(/*+'] of Z, and let an be the class iepresented by the cycle

a(u' (-1 )"~lwu Y2 sign(fj)[(ui,o- v„,a)] Z[Un]. (2.14)

oeS,i-1

^'s a standard calculation that da(ui un-i) 0 and that the cohomology
ass av represented by a(u\ h„-i) depends only on U and not the chosen

basis"> (see |20, Lemma 51).
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The image of ([</>(/] &u) under the cap product pairing

H"~l(U.tCR) x Hn-i(U, Z) — ICR,u := H0(U,ICR)

is by definition the image of the function X!aeS„_i woCq(vi,<X' • • • - vn,a) in ICRy.
Let J denote the group of functions (R>o)" — Z, which is endowed with an

action of U as in (2.12). Denote by E[/ : /Cr;j/ -> Ju the map defined by

(Euf )(x) Y f(u **). (2.15)
ueU

Note that the sum (2.15) is locally finite by the following standard compactness

argument. The action of U preserves the product of the coordinates of a vector,
and applying log to the coordinates sends the surface {x\ xn constant} to a

hyperplane. In this hyperplane, the image of a cone is bounded, and the action of
U is translation by a lattice. Given a point x, only finitely many lattice points can
translate x into the bounded region corresponding to a cone.

Now Hu(4>v nay) e Ju is by definition the function on the left side of (2.11),
namely

E
u(J <JS„— I

WaCen (Ui *X).

It remains to analyze this picture when U is replaced by its finite index subgroup
V chosen at the outset of the proof. General properties of group cohomology (see

[Br, pp. 112-114]) yield a commutative diagram:

//"-'(K/Cr) x JV

H"~1(U,ICr)x H^fU.Z)
Here Zu/v ' JV JU is given by

'^u/v

Kr,u-^Ju.

(£(7/K/)(.v) ^2, -A"**)-
ueU/V

The desired result now follows from the fact that ^vifv n ay) 1 :

by Colntez's theorem, along with

cores(aj/) [U \V] - an,
res <pa cpy,

Xu/v(i) [U : K] • 1.

1 (R>o)"

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

Equation (2.16) is proven in [3, Sect. Ill, Prop. 9.5], whereas (2.17) and (2.18) are

obvious.
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2.4. The Shintani cocycle on GL„(Q). Recall the notation T GL„(Q). In this
section we define a Shintani cocycle Osh °n T. This cocycle will be directly related
to the cocycles (pu defined in the previous section; however, since our cocycle will
be defined on the lull group T rather than the simpler groups U C D in the positive
orthant, we will need to consider the quotient /Cr/£r rather than /Cr (cf. definition
(2.4) and the appearance of £r in Theorem 2.1). The relationship between <t>sh ancl
the (pu in our cases of interest will be stated precisely in Section 3.1 below.

Let R"rr denote the set of elements in R" (viewed as row vectors) whose
components are linearly independent over Q, i.e. the set of vectors Q such that
Q x ^ 0 for nonzero x e Q". The set R"rr is a right T-set by the action of right
multiplication; we turn this into a left action by multiplication on the right by the
transpose (i.e. y Q := Qy'). Note that any Q e RJ'rr satisfies the property that it
does not lie in the R-linear span of any n — 1 vectors in Q" C R". The elements of
^in will therefore serve as our set of auxiliary perturbation vectors as employed in
Section 2. l.t We let Q RjJr/R>0, the set of equivalence class of elements of R"rr
under multiplication by positive reals.

Let /C c /Cr denote the subgroup generated by the characteristic functions of
rational open cones, i.e. by the characteristic functions of cones C(iq v„) with
each v, e Q". Let C £Rn/C with CR as in (2.4). The abelian group /C is naturally
endowed with a left T-module structure via

y tp(x) sign(det y))<p(y~1x),

and C is a T-submodule of/C.
Let J\f denote the abelian group of maps Q —> JC/C. This space is endowed

with a T-action given by (y/)(Q) yf(y~x Q)- We now define a homogeneous
cocycle

<DSh e Z"-'(T.AC).

L°r A i An e T, let a, denote the first column of A,. Given Q e Q, define

^ShMi,..., A„)(Q) sign(det(o-i.... ,a„))cQ((ju ..,o„) (2.19)

withce as in (2.1).

Theorem 2.6. We have <DSh g Z"~](V.M).
•

^10 orienl the leader who may be lamihai with the notation ot [8J or [12] in which one takes
~ e" (0, 0,..., 0, 1) as in Section 2 3, one goes from this vector to an element of our
-ipplying a change ol basis given by the image in R" ol a basis ot a totally real held F ol degree n.

Thjs"otatlon allows lor iational cones C and niational peitriibalion vectors Q rather than the reverse.

See s'S COnvemem tor comparison with Sczech's cocycle, in which one also chooses a vector Q 6 RJ^.
e ection 3 I and in particular (3.3) tor more details.
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Proof. The fact that <t>sh is T-invariant follows directly from the definitions. In /C,

the cocycle property

n

EMVOshMo Ai,...,An)(Q) 0 (mod C)
1=0

follows from Theorem 2.1 using for B the standard basis of R".

Denote by [<J>sh] £ Hn~l (V,M) the cohomology class represented by the

homogeneous cocycle <t>Sh.

3. Applications to zeta functions

3.1. Totally real fields. Let F be a totally real field of degree n, and denote by

Ji Jn : F -» Rthen realembeddingsof F. Write J (J\,, Jn) : F —> R".
We denote the action of F* on R" via composition with J and componentwise
multiplication by (x, v) i-> x * v. Let U denote a subgroup of finite index in the

group of totally positive units in Ö*F. We can apply the discussion of Section 2.3 on
fundamental domains to the group J(U) C D.

Note that en (0.0 ,0,1) satisfies the property that it does not lie in the

R-linear span of any n — 1 elements of the form J(u) for u F*. Indeed, given

ill un~l £ F*> there exists an x e F* such that Trffq(xui) 0 for all

i 1 // — 1. Dot product with J(x) defines an R-linear functional on R" that

vanishes on the 7(u, but not on en, proving the claim.
In this section we explain the relationship between the class [Osh] and the class

[<pu] defined in Section 2.3 (where we write <pu for <pj(u))- Choosing a Z-basis

w (rt>i, u>2 wn) of Of yields an embedding pw: F* -» T given by

(Will, w2u,.... wnii) (uj x, 1^2. • • •, u>n)pw(u). (3.1)

Pullback by pw (i.e. restriction) yields a class p^Osh H"~l (U,Af).
Denote by J(w) GL„(R) the matrix given by J(w)tj Ji(u)j). Note that if

we let diag(7(u)) be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries then

pw(u) J(w)~l diag(J(u))J(w). (3.2)

Let

Q (0,0,..., 1)7(10)-'. (3.3)

The vector Q is the image under Jn of the dual basis to w under the trace pairing F x
F Q, (x, y) i-> Tr/r/y(xy). In particular, Q is an element of R"rr. Furthermore,

(3.2) and (3.3) yield
QPw(x)' Jn(x)Q
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for x e F which implies that the image of Q in Q is invariant under the action of
We can therefore view Q as an element of H°(U, Z[Q]). In conjunction with the

canonical map J\f x Q KL/C given by f.Q) f(Q), the cup product gives a
map

Hn~l{UM) x H°(U, Z[Q]) -> H"~x{UX/C)
yielding an element p*w [0Sh] u Q e H"~x(UX/C).

Now consider the map induced by J(w), denoted

J(w)* : /Cr —> /CR.

given by (J(w)* f)(x) f(J(w)x). Our desired relation is

J{w)*[4>u] p*w[<t>Sh] U 0
in H ((/./Cr/£r). In fact, this relationship holds on the level of cocycles as
ollows. For any x e F*, we define a modified cocycle Osm Z"_1(r,J\f)
y letting y pw(x)~x and setting

^sh,* Mi A„) <t>sh(/li y— > A/iY)- (3.4)
ft is a standard tact in group cohomology that the cohomology class represented by

Sh,x is independent of x and hence equal to [d>Sh] (see [20, Lemma 4]). We have
me following equality of cocycles:

J(w)*<t>u P^Sh.wi U Q

>n Z 1

(M/Cr/£r). In concrete terms, this says for m (i/i,..., u„)\

4>u{u)(J{w)x) Osh,«;, (Pw(u)< Q)(*)- (3-5)
In Section 3.6 this relationship will be used along with Theorem 2.5 to relate the
class [3>Sh] to special values of zeta functions attached to the field F. Over the next

w sections we first we recall Shintani's results on cone zeta functions.

•3.2. Some bookkeeping. We will be interested in sums over the points lying in
e Intersection of open simplicial cones with certain lattices in R". In this section

We lntr°duce a convenient way of enumerating these points. Let V Q"/Z", and
consider for v e V the associated lattice v + Z" CR".

Let C be a rational open cone. By scaling the generators of C, we can find R-
^inearly independent vectors cr, oy e Z" such that C R>ocri 4 1- R>oCTf

et ,9> ~ a/.) denote the half-open parallelpiped generated by the a,-:

{.vigj 4 1- xror : 0 < .vi xr < 1}, (3.6)
with the understanding that ,M(0) {0} in the case r 0. Then

C n (v + Z") | |(c/ + Z>i)(Ti + • • + Z>oor), (3.7)

ae.yn(v+Z")
where the disjointness of the union follows from the linear independence of the 07.
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Now let C be a rational open cone of maximal dimension r n in R". Let
Q e Q and consider the set Cq defined in Section 2.1, consisting of the disjoint
union C and some ot its boundary faces of all dimensions. We would like to

enumerate the points in Cq Fl (v + Z").
For each subset I c [1 »}, the boundary face C/ C(a, : i e

I) is assigned a weight via the -perturbation process denoted weight(C/) 6

(0,1} and given by (2.3). Associated to each cone C/ is the parallelpiped
C/i : i el). We have

Cq n {v + Z") |_J weight(C;)(a + ^Z^oOj), (3.8)

/en «) iei
ll69,;n(li+7.")

where our notation means that the set (a + ^Z>0ct,) should be included if
weight(C/) 1 and not included if weight(C/) 0.

Let a e Mn(Z) Fl F denote the matrix whose columns are the ct,. For each

a e &j D (u + Z") that occurs as / ranges over all subsets of {1,we can

associate the class a a - v e Z"/ctZ" Conversely, given a class a e Z"/ctZ",
there will be at least one a giving rise to that class.

To be more precise, let J J(x) denote the set of indices j for which (o*-1 (u +
x))j e Z. The number of points a giving rise to the class x is 2#J. Let J
{1 /i} — J. For each / D J, we can write down a unique point a/ e such

that the image of a/ - v in Z"/aZ" is equal to a. We define aj by letting o~l(aj)
be congruent to o~*(v + x) modulo Z", and further requiring e (0, 1) if
i $ J, and

(o / e J n7 7
° ("/),:={, (3.9)

(1 i e J n /.

We can then rewrite (3.8) as

Cq n (u + Z") |_|weight(C/)(r// + ^Z>0ct,). (3.10)

\e/"/a/" iel

This decomposition will be used in Sections 4.2 and 5.2.

3.3. Cone generating functions. Let C be a rational open cone in R" and let v e

Q". Let vi \n be variables and let g(C, v) be the generating series for the set

of integer points in C — v:

g(C.v)(x) ]Txm e Q[[a,a-1]],
m(c-v)rz"

where as usual xm denotes x' x. If /x e Z", then g(C, v + fi) x ßg(C, v).
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The series g(C, v) is actually the power series expansion of a rational function.
n fact, the decomposition (3.7) gives rise to the identity

<3-n)

where a, are integral generators of the cone C, and MP £P((T\,... ,ar) is the
naif-open parallelpiped defined in (3.6).

Write c for the characteristic function of C and define g(c, v) g(C, v). The
following fundamental algebraic result was proved independently by Khovanskii and
Pukhilov [17| and Lawrence [18] (cf. |2, Theorem 2.41).

Proposition 3.1. There is a unique map g : IC x Q" —> Q(x) that is Q-linear
in the first variable such that g(c, v) g(C, v) for all rational open cones C and
g(c, u) 0 ifc 6 C.

Thus we may view g as a pairing

g : KL/C xQ" —s Q(x).

Let Q((z)) be the field of fractions of the power series ring Q[[z]]. In our
applications, we will consider images of the functions g(C, u) under the mapping
Q(*) Q((z)) defined by x, hs ez'. Define

h(C, v)(z) e"'zg(C, v)(ez<,... ,ez") e Q((z)).

ave

Ha6.^n(u+Z") e°

V'lfh Ol,..., oy and & as above, we have

fjO'2

h(C, v)(z)
(1 -eai z)---(l -ea'-z)'

Prom the corresponding properties of the functions g(C, v), it follows immediately
that h may be viewed as a pairing

h : 1C/C x Q"/Z" —» Q((z))

that is linear in the first variable. We call h the Solomon-Hu pairing owing to its first
appearance in the works [23, 15|.

3*4. Special values of Shintani zeta functions. We now recall results relating the
generating function g(C, v) introduced above to special values of complex analytic

nntani zeta functions, whose definition we now recall.
Let M c Mn (R) be the subset of matrices such that the entries of each column

^ linearly independent over Q (i.e. for each nonzero row vector x e Q" and
e -M, the vector xM has no component equal to 0). Let V C SL„(R) be
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the subgroup of n x n real diagonal matrices with determinant 1. Given M e M,
dehne a polynomial e R[.vi xn\ by

fM(xu...,xn) N((xi,...,x„)M)
(xM)i(xM)2-(xM)n. (3.12)

Note that Jm depends only on the image of the matrix M in A4/V.
View the elements of the rational open cone C C(w\,... ,wr) C R" as

column vectors. Choose the u;,- to have integer coordinates. We consider a matrix

M M such that (C. M) satisfies the following positivity condition:

M'wC (R>q)'! for all w e C. (3.13)

This positivity condition will be needed when defining analytic Shintani zeta

functions. When dealing with their algebraic incarnations, i.e. the cone generating
functions h(C, v) introduced in the previous section, it is not required. This added

flexibility in the algebraic setting is crucial for the cohomological constructions to

be described in the following sections. With C and M as above and a vector v e V,
define the Shintani zeta function

w-«•»') £
xecnv+z"

'

Using (3.13), it is easy to see that this series is absolutely convergent for s e C with
Re(.v) > 1. Letting .9* ,<2P(w\ wr) be the parallelpiped defined in (3.6) and

W (u>\ wr) the /; x r matrix whose columns are the generators of the cone

C, we define

^ 1

Z(C.M.a,s) =>«jib,)-fu(a+Wx)s

for a e !iP n (v + Z"). We obtain the finite sum decomposition

t(C,M,u,.v) J2 Z(C,M,a,s).
ae&rw+Z"

Shintani [221 proved that each Z(C, M,a,s), and hence £(C, M, v, s) itself, admits

a meromorphic continuation to C.

Shintani also gave a formula for the values of these zeta functions at nonpositive
integers. Observe that if A: is a nonnegative integer, then is (Ac!)" times the

coefficient of N(r)'; in the Taylor series expansion of ezM x. Summing, we obtain
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the nonsense identity chain

"£(C, M, v,-k) ^ fM(x)k
xeC n(a+Z")

(/c!)" coeff | £ N(z)*

\recn(»+z") /
(it!)" coeff (/;(C. v)(zM'), N(z)fc)

Almost nothing in the above identity chain is actually defined and in particular
the given sums do not converge. Further, h(C,v)(zMl) is not holomorphic on
a punctured neighborhood of z (0 0) if /? > 1, making the notion of
coefficient undefined. Nonetheless, via an algebraic trick—really, an algebraic
version of the trick used by Shintani in his proof of the analytic continuation
°f t(C, M, v, s )—we generalize the notion of coefficient to a class of functions

including the h(C, v)(zM'). Remarkably, with this generalized notion of coefficient,
the identity

£(C,M,v,-k) (k\)n coeff ^/;(C, v)(zM'),N(z)k^j (3.14)

holds. We now define Shintani's operator and state his theorem giving a rigorous
statement of (3.14).

Let K be a subfield of C. For 1 < j < n, we write

Zj (zjz\ zjzj~Wzj<zjzj + l zjzn)- (3.15)

The following lemma is elementary.

Lemma 3.2. Let g e AT[[r]], let p K[z\ be homogeneous of degree d with

coeff(^, Zj j, 0, and let G g/p. Then G(Zj) zjdK[[z)].
Call a homogeneous polynomial p e /C[z] of degree d powerful if the power

monomials in p all have nonzero coefficients, i.e., if coeff(/?, z^) ^ 0 for all j. The

powerful polynomials of interest to us arise as follows. Call a linear form L(z)
t\Z\ +... + lnZn dense if t, ^ 0 for all j. If L,...., Lr are dense linear forms,
then p L\ Lr is powerful.
Definition 3.3. Let ^((z))'11' c K((z)) be the subalgebra consisting of G e K({z))
that can be written in the form G g/p for a power series g A"[[z]] and a

powerful homogeneous polynomial p e K[z\.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose C is a rational open simplicial cone in R", M e A4
ond v e Q". Let Q({tn,-/}) be the field generated by the entries of M. Then

"(c.»)(zW')eQ({ffl//}j((z))l«i.
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Proof. Write C C(wji, wr) and let a G SZ n (v + Z"). Then a e Q", so
ezM'a e /f[[z]]. For each j 1 r, set Lj(z) zM'wj. Then we can write

\-e*Vw, Lj{:)gj{z)wahgj g tf[[z]]x. Setting fa ezM'agfl • gfl and

p L\ Lr, we have

h(C,v)(zM') J2 fatP.

ae5»n(u+z")

It remains to show that p is powerful. Since M G A4 and Wj e Q" for all j, it
follows that each L, is dense. Therefore p is powerful as desired.

By Lemma 3.2, if G e AT((z))hd, then coeff((j(Zy), zm) makes sense for any j
and any in e Z". This leads to the following definition.

Definition 3.5. For j 1 n, define operators : M((z))hd -» K by

A f}G =coeft-(G(Zj),N(Zj)k), (3.16)

where Zt is given in (3.15). Define the Shintani operator A^ : /f((z))hd —» K by

A W (3.17)
n ' 1

i \

Remark 3.6. If g e A"[[z]], then A^g is simply {k\)n times the coefficient of
(z i zn)k in g. Thus, the operator A^ extends the coefficient extraction operation
from K[[z}] to K((z))hd.

The Shintani operator shares the following properties with the operation of taking
the (zi zn)k-coefficient of a regular power series. The proof is an elementary
computation.

Lemma 3.7. Let h e A"((z))hd. Then

• For cl \..... dn G K, we have

A(k)h{d\zx dnz„) (d\ dn)k A{k)h(zx,..., zn).

• For any permutation o, we have

Awh{za({) za(n)) A {k)h{zu....zn).

Finally, we may state the following theorem of Shintani:

Theorem 3.8 ([22, Proposition 1]). Let C be a rational open cone, v G V,
and M e A4 satisfying (3.13). The function £(C, M,v,s) has a nieromorphic
continuation to C and satisfies

£(C, M, v,-k) A(k)h(C, v)(zM') for k e Z>0.

We observe that by Lemma 3.7, the coefficient Akh(C, v)(zMl) depends only
on the image of M in A4/V.
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3.5. The power series-valued Shintani cocycle. In this section we define the
Shintani cocycle in the form that will be most useful for our desired applications; in
particular, the cocycle will take values in a module T for which it can be compared
to the Eisenstein cocycle defined by Sczech in [20] and studied in [5],

The set A4 defined in Section 3.4 is naturally a left T-set via the action of left
multiplication. Let J7 denote the real vector space of functions

f :MxQxV R((z))hd

.satisfying the following distribution relation for each nonzero integer A:

f(M, Q,v) sgn(A)" J2 (3.18)
A w v

Define a left T-action on T as follows. Given y e T, choose a nonzero scalar
multiple A Xy with A Z such that A e M„(Z). For f e F, define

(yf)(M,Q,v) sgn(det A) f(AlM, A~]Q,A~l(r + v)). (3.19)

reZ"/AT."

The distribution relation (3.18) implies that (3.19) does not depend on the auxiliary
choice of A. Note that the action of T on J factors through PGL„(Q). The
Solonron-Hu pairing satisfies the identity

h(yC. v)(zM') yh(C, v)(zM')
for any rational cone C.

We can use <J>Sh to define a cocycle <4/sh e Z"~l (T, F) by

M, Q, v) := h(<t>^(A)(Q), v)(zM'). (3.20)

Here and in the sequel we simply write 4\h(/E M,Q,v) for 4>Sh(/li,..., A„)(M, Q, v)
with A (,4, An) p« our cocycle 4<sh satisfies the following rationality
result.

Theorem 3.9. The value vpsh(/|. M.Q.v) lies in the field K generated over Q
by the coefficients of the polynomial Jm (a )•

Proof. We will show that A(k){h(C. v)(zM')) lies in K for any rational cone C. By
hie definition of fM (A), any automorphism of C fixing fM (*) permutes the columns

M up to scaling each column by a factor A, such that Y\"=\ E Therefore it
suffices to prove that our value is invariant under each of these operations, namely
Peimuting the columns or scaling the columns by factors whose product is 1. Now,
,n the tuple zM', permuting the columns M has the same effect as permuting the

jmriables 2,; and scaling the ; th column of M by A, has the same effect as scaling z,
y • The desired result then follows from Lemma 3.7.
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3.6. Special values of zeta functions. Let F be a totally real field, and let a and f
be relatively prime integral ideals of F. The goal of the remainder of this section is

to express the special values a,—k) for integers k > 0 in terms of the cocycle
4^sh- We invoke the notation of Section 3.1; in particular we fix an embedding
J : F ^ R".

Let 7Z Z[AA/VxQxV] denote the free abelian group on the set A4/VxQxV,
which is naturally endowed with a left T-action by the action on the sets A4/V, Q,
and V. There is a cycle 3f(ci) e 71) associated to our totally real field
F and integral ideals a. f. The cycle consists of the data of elements A Z[T"],
M 6 M/V, Q Q, and i> e V, defined as follows.

Fix a Z-module basis w (u>\ wn) for a_1f. Let {ci,... e^-i} denote a

basis of the group U of totally positive units of F congruent to 1 modulo f. Following
(2.14), define

A(ei e„-1) (—1 )"_l sign(a)[(pu,(/ijCT),..., pw{fn,o))\ e Z[T"].

(3.21)
Flere pw is the right regular representation of U on w defined in (3.1), and w is the

orientation associated to 7(e) as in (2.9).
Let M A4/V be represented by the matrix

N(a)l/"(y/(u;I))^y=1 =N(a)1/n7(u;)'. (3.22)

Note that Jm £ Q[a*i, xn\ is the homogeneous polynomial of degree n given by
the norm:

fM(xi,...,xn) N(n)-N(wixi +--- + wnxn). (3.23)

Let Q be the image under the embedding Jn : F ^ R of the dual basis to w under
the trace pairing on F, as in (3.3) :

0 (0 0. DW (i,K),(3.24)
where Tr(ic, ut*) 8,j. Define the column vector

v (Tr(u;*) Tr(u;*)), so that 1 V\ui\ + v2W2 H + vnwn. (3.25)

Dot product with (wi,... ,w„) provides a bijection v + Z" <—> 1 + a~'f.
We now define 3f(a) G Hn-l (T, 1Z) to be the homology class represented by the

homogeneous (n — l)-cycle

3 A®[(M, Q,v)] e Z[r"]®n.

The fact that 3 is a cycle follows from [20, Lemma 5] as in (2.14) using the fact that
the elements M, Q, and v are invariant under the action of pw(U).
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For each integer k > 0, the canonical F-invariant map J- ig) 7Z —> R given byf ® [(M, Q,v)] i-». f(M, Q, v) is well-defined by Lemma 3.7, and induces via
caP product a pairing

)k : Hn~\F,F) x Hn-i(r,TZ) —>• R.

Here R has the trivial T-action.1'
Theorem 3.10. We have $>tf(a. -it) <^Sh-3f(a))* e Q.

The rationality of f>,f(a, —k) is a celebrated theorem of Klingen and Siegel (see
[16] for a nice survey of the history of various investigations on these special values).

The proof we have outlined here is a cohomological reformulation of Shintani's
original argument, with the added benefit that our definition of 3f(a) gives an explicit
signed fundamental domain.

Proof. Let U denote the group of totally positive units of F congruent to 1 modulo f,
and 'et D ^2, a, Ci denote a signed fundamental domain for the action of U on the
totally positive orthant of R" (where as in Section 3.1, u U acts by componentwise
multiplication with J(u)). Then for Re(-s) » 0,

^F,j(a,s) V —L Y" (a~'b (y))
NbJ f- (NaNy)*

^ Ky>>

{vsl + n
1

f, y»0}/(7
"~fn

Y\ '
• (3.26)

(NaN'*'
J(v)eD

Here we use the shorthand S/(y)eo for Si a< S/(y)eC, N°w Theorem 2.5 implies
that, using the notation of (2.13) and (2.14), the function <f>u(a(ei,..., en-i)) is the
characteristic function 1D of such a signed fundamental domain D for the action

U on (R>0)". (Recall from Definition 2.4 that if D ^a,C, is a signed
undamental domain then 1q := J2 a, 1 c, •) Therefore (3.5) implies that

^Sh.iri (A Q) 1 J(w)~lD-
Note that for an element ,v e F, the vector v J(w)~xJ(x) e Q" satisfies

x ~ w-v, where w (w, w„). Therefore J(w)~l D consists of rational cones
and /,y

(*sh- 3f(o))jt M,Q,v)
A(*}//(<l>sh,u>, (A. Q), v)(zM')

Aik)h(lJ{wriD,v)(zM')
S(J(w)-lD.M,v,-k) (3.27)

hy Theorem 3.8.

„ •
t?mal<C contact with the notation ot the introduction, note that for each integer k we obtain a map

c|assdei~* ^' ' C' 3 pa"'ng x 7vt —» R, by (4>, {(M, Q, a)]) i-» Aa)h(<&(Q), v)(zM') The
noted 3xr in the introduction is the image of 3) (n) tinder the map on homology induced by
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Here Osh.uM was defined in (3.4), and may be substituted for <J>sh since it represents
the same cohomology class. Note also that (3.13) is satisfied for each pair
(y(m)-lC,. M) by the definition of M in (3.22) and the fact that C, C (R>o)'!
(which in turn was explained in Remark 2.3). By definition, we have for Re(j) large

enough:

»r'D.M,„.s)= Y, -1—
xej(w)~lDnv+z» JM{ '

1

> (3.28)
(NuNyV

V6l+n f
J(v)eD

where the last equation uses the substitution y w-x and (3.23). Comparing (3.26),
(3.27), and (3.28) yields the desired equality —k) (4>Sin 3f,n)k-

Finally, the rationality of (46^, 3f(n))A: A^4*sh(A M, Q,v) follows from
Theorem 3.9, since /a/(v) has rational coefficients.

4. Comparison with the Sczech cocycle

In this section we prove that the Shintani cocycle 4fsh defined in Section 3.5 is

cohomologous to the one defined by Sczech in [20J. We begin by recalling the

definition of Sczech's cocycle. The reader is referred to [5] or [20J for a lengthier
discussion of Sczech's construction.

4.1. The Sczech cocycle. For n vectors ti,..., r„ e C", define a rational function
of a variable v e C" by

/(G tn)(x) -. (4.1)
(x,ri)---(x,z„)

The function / satisfies the cocycle relation (see [20, Lemma 1, pg. 586J)

n

]P(-l)'/'(ro,...,r,,...,r„) 0. (4.2)

;=0

Consider A {A\ An) e T" and x e Z" — {0}. For i 1let m,
m,(A.x) denote the leftmost column of A, that is not orthogonal to jc. Let v e V

Q"/Z". Sczech considers the sum

e({x,v))f(mx,...,mn)(x), (4.3)

xeZ"-{0}

where e(it) := e 2jtiu
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Although the definition of ttr, ensures that each summand in (4.3) is well-defined, the
sum itself is not absolutely convergent. To specify a method of summation, Sczech
intioduces a vector Q e Q and defines the ^-summation

(A,Q,v) =(2e{(x,v))f{mx m„)(x)\Q
xeZ"-{0(

:= (2ni)~" lim e((x, v)) f(wx,..., m„)(x). (4.4)
t—> oo L—J

AG/." —!<)i
ICZ(-v)!</

Here the vector Q gives rise to the function Q{x) {x, Q), and the summation
over the region | Q(x)\ < t is absolutely convergent for each t.

More generally, given a homogeneous polynomial P e C[xj .y„], Sczech
defines

*z(A,P,QiV)

(2jrir"~^P e({x, v))P(-dXl, -dX2 w„))(x)\q.
x6Z"-{0}

(4.5)

Sczech shows that the function (fiz is a cocycle on F valued in the module JF defined
m Section 5.3 below. In order to make a comparison with our Shintani cocycle
^Sh Z" '(r, T), however, we consider now an associated cocycle valued in the
module T defined in Section 3.5. We prove in Proposition 4.9 below that there exists
a power-series valued cocycle 4>z e Z"_1 (r, T) such that for each integer k > 0,
we have

A(k)^z{A, M, Q, v) z(A, Jm, Q. v). (4.6)

Our main theorem in this section is:

Theorem 4.1. Deßne T+ e Z"_1(r, T) by

^(A, M, Q, v) l(VSh(A. M. Q, v) + vPSh(A, M,-Q, v))

c<nd let Tp e Z"-1 (T, J7) be the "polar cocycle" defined by

(-1)" + 1 det(cr)
<4'7)

where a (a, is ,he couectjon (>fthe leftmost columns of the tuple A e T".
len We have the following equality ofclasses in PI"-1 (T, T):

[*z] KJ + [*fp]- (4.8)
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Remark 4.2. It is proven in [20, Theorem 3] that the cohomology class [4>p] is

nontnvial. However, it clearly vanishes under application of the Shintani operator
and therefore does not intervene in arithmetic applications.

Remark 4.3. In [20], Sczech considers a matrix of m vectors Q, e Q and the Q

summation (4.5) with Q(\) ]~[ Q,(x). However, the resulting cocycle is simply
the average ot the individual cocycles obtained from each Q,. (This is not clear from
the original definition, but follows from Sczech's explicit formulas for his cocycle.)
Therefore it is sufficient to consider just one vector Q.

Remark 4.4. In view of Theorem 4.1 and (4.6), the evaluation of partial zeta

functions of totally real fields using Sczech's cocycle given in [20, Theorem 1]

follows also from our Theorem 3.10. In fact, we obtain a slightly stronger result

in that we obtain the evaluation using each individual vector Qt
whereas Sczech obtains the result using the matrix of all n such vectors; it would
be interesting to prove this stronger result directly from the definition of Sczech's

cocycle via Q-summation, rather than passing through the Shintani cocycle and

Theorem 4 1.

4.2. A generalization of Sczech's construction. Let k be a positive integer, and let
A (A\, Ak) e Vk For each tuple w e {1,..., n}k, let B(A, w) C Z" — {0}
denote the set of vectors x such that the leftmost column of A, not orthogonal to x
is the w, th, foi i 1 k. In other words,

k

B(A.w) P)[v Z" : (x,AtJ) 0 for j < w,, (x, AIW,) ± 0}.
i i

Here Alf denotes the j th column of the matrix At. Then

Z"-[0} |J B(A,w).
iae{l,. ,n)k

Sczech's sum (4.4) can be written with k n as:

Äi7(A, Q,v) E E e((x, v))/(AiW[,..., AnWn)(x)\Q.
w xeB(A,w)

We now generalize this expression by replacing the columns AlWi with certain other
columns of the matiices A,.

Write 5/t [1 k\ and for simplicity let S Sn. Given A

(A\.. ..A/c) T* and an element t ({u\,b\), (02.^2) {un*bn)) e (S^ x
S)n, define

z{A,t) (Aai[>l, Aa2ij2,..., Aa/Ibn).

In othei woids, r(A,t) is an 11 x 11 matrix whose /th column is the btth column of
Aa,.
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For any function g : Sk ^ (S^ x S)", we would like to consider the sum

is(g)(A, Q,v) E E e({x,v))f(x(A,g(w)))(x)\Q. (4.9)
v> XB(A,W)

For example, «itz ifr(ß) where ß(w) ((1,119). (2, W2),...,(«, wn)). The
difficulty with (4.9) in general, however, is that the denominators in the expression
defining / may vanish; it is therefore necessary to introduce an auxiliary variable
11 C" and to consider the function

ir(g)(A, Q, v, u) E E e((x. v))f(x(A,g(w)))(x - u)\Q. (4.10)

x<=B(A,w)

By Sczech's analysis [20, Theorem 2], this ^-summation converges for all u e C"
such that the map x f(x(A, g(w)))(x - u) is defined on B(A, w), i.e., such that
the denominator of the right hand side of (4.1) is nonzero. Thus it converges for u in
a dense open subset of C" that consists of the complement of a countable union of
hyperplanes. In fact, this convergence is uniform for u in sufficiently small compact
subsets of C".

This formalism allows for the construction of homogeneous cochains in Ck~l(T, F)
as follows.

Proposition 4.5. For anyfunction g : Sk —> (S^ x S)" and A (A\,... Aif) e Tk,
there is a unique power series

4>(g)(/l, Q.v) Q((z))

such that

f(g)(A,Q,v,u) (2jxi)"^(g)(A.Q.v)(2jxiu) (4.11)

for any u e C" for which (4.10) is defined. Furthermore, for any M £ M we have

^(g)(A,Q,v)(zM')eR((z))M,
and the assignment (A. M, Q.v) T(g)(/1, Q. v)(zM') is a homogeneous
c°chain in C '(T F)

The following lemma is the technical heart of the proof of Proposition 4.5 and is
Proven by reducing to computations in [20],
Lemma 4.6. Let H c Q" he a vector subspace and let L H H Z". Let x
T|' • • •> r„) e Mn(Z) D T. Then for every v £ Q",

G{u) := ^ <?((.v, v)) f(x\ xn)(x - u)\q
xeL

belongs to (2jxi)"Q((2jxiu)).
(mij) M, then G(uM') g (2jxi)"Q({mu })((2^/n))hd.
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Remark 4.7. As with (4.10), the ^-summation defining G(w) converges for w in

a dense open subset of C" that consists of the complement of a countable union of
hyperplanes. The convergence is uniform for u in sufficiently small compact sets.

Proof. Set x' xx, u' ux, and Q' r-1 Q. Then

e((x, v)) det(r)
G(u)

xeL
(x — U, Ti) • • (x — U, Xn)

E e({x',x 1u))det(r)

f^r {x\ - u\)(x'n - u'n) Q'

Suppose first that H Q", so that L Z". Then Lr is a finite-index sublattice of
L. Since the nontrivial characters of L/Lr are x i-> e((x, r-1y)) for y e L*/xL*,
we have the Fourier expansion

IlAX') detrl
e({x',x ^)).

y&L* jzL*

(L* is the dual lattice of L, with its elements naturally viewed as column vectors.)

Therefore,

G(u) sT H e({x',x '(u + j)))
(x\ - u\) {x'n - u'n)

yeL*/xL* x'eL

where sT sgn(detr). Letting p u' — x\ we obtain

G(u) st ^ x~l(v + y), Q')
y&L*/zL*

Q'

where, adopting notation from [20, (3)],

Vi(u,V,Q) Y,
peZ"z+u

e({u - p.v))
Pi " ' Pn

The fact that G(u) belongs to (2jxi)nQ((2jxiu)) now follows from Sczech's
evaluation of c<o\{u, v, Q) in elementary terms given in [20, Theorem 2|.

Now suppose r dim H < n. Choose a matrix A (Ai,..., Ar) e Mnxr(Z)
whose column space is //-*-. Then Lr (H fl Z")r has finite index in

K := Hx HZ" {x e Z" : (x.AO (x,Ar) 0}.

Inserting the character relations as above, we have

e{(x',x~\v + y)))
G(U) ST J2 H

yeK*/zL* x'eK {x[ - it',)•••« ~u'n) Q'
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Computing as in [20, page 599], we obtain

465

G(n) sx ^2 c6\(X,u',t l(v + y),Q'),
yeK*/zL*

where

^t(A,u,v,Q)= f f Vl(u.tlXl+---trXr + v,Q)clti---dtr.
Jo Jo

% the proof of [20, Lemma 7|, we have

^i(A,u'.r-1(u + y), Q') [](1 -e^)) G (2jr/)"Q[[2jrtm']] (2jri)nQ[[2niu]].
i I

for all y_ Thus G(u) e {2ni)"Q((2jtiu)).
To^prove the last statement of the lemma, let M ("by) £ A4. Then

(u tj) — l 2jii(uMlXj)H(a) for an invertible power series H(u) e
2: ))[[2tt/ u]]. Since M e A4, no component of M'tj is equal to zero.

erefore, uM'xj e Q({/;t,y })[tt] is a dense linear form (see the paragraph following
mma 3.2 for the terminology). The desired result then follows from the proof of

Lemma 3.4. D

ProofofProposition 4.5. Each B(A,w) has the form L — (Jf M,- where L is a
attice of Z" and the A4,- are finitely many distinct sublattices of L with positive

eodimension. The existence of the functions ty(g. A, Q,v) now follows from
'nclusion-exclusion and Lemma 4.6, as does the fact that ^>{g)(A, Q,v)(zM')

e °ngs to R((z))hd when M g A4.
To see that (A,M, Q,v) i-» 4'(^)(/l, Q,v)(zM') is homogeneous (k — 1)-

nochain, we first observe that for any C g T, we have r(CA, g(w)) Cr(A, g(w)).
nrthermore, it is easy to see that B(CA. w) B(A, w)C~', and a straightforward
ange of variables then shows that

f(g)(CA, Q,v,uMl) x//(g)(A,C~1 Q,C~lv, uM'C).

4.3 R
th

' ecover'ng the Sczech and Shintani cocycles. We apply the formalism of
e Pievious section to the following functions S" ->(Sx S)n:

a(w) ((1, 1), (2, 1),1)),
ß(w) ((1, to i), (2, w2),w„)).

the s'h n0W S'10w' t'le Power series 4>(a) and 4>(ß) associated to these functions are

cn
n an'anc* ^czech cocycles, respectively (up to an error term given by the polar

in the first instance).
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First we prove a lemma that evaluates the Shintani operator on a regular power
series twisted by M e A4. Let /m be the polynomial defined in (3.12). Let

a Mn(Z) and define coefficients Pk(o) indexed by tuples r (n,..., rn) of
nonnegative integers by the formula

fM(zo')k Y/^-zr^.--zrn", (4.12)
r

where r\ := /•)!••• r„!. When a 1, we simply write Pk Pk( 1).

Lemma 4.8. Let

F{z) YJFrZr e K[(zu...,zn]],
r

where r ranges over n-tuples ofnonnegative integers. Let M £ A4. Then

A (k)F(zM') Y^FrPr-
r

Proof. We have

A{k)(F(zM')) J2 FrAw((zM')r).
r

As noted in Remark 3.6, A^ evaluated on a regular power series equals (kl)n
times the coefficient of zk zk. Meanwhile Pk is r! times the coefficient of zr in

(zM)\ • (zM)kn. The desired result then follows (with s (k,k,... ,k)) from the

following general reciprocity law for any tuples r and s such that r ^ s m.

If we let

Cr,s(M) ,v! • (coefficient of zs in (zM)r),

then

CrAM) Cs,r(M'). (4.13)

To see this, note that

This expression is clearly invariant upon switching r and s and replacing M by
M'.

Proposition 4.9. Let ß(w) ((1, uq), (2, u^),..., (n, w„))- Define

4>Z(A, M, Q, v) 4>(ß)(A, Q, v)(zM'). (4.14)

Then A>z satisfies (4.6).

One can show directly from the definition (4.14) that 4>z e Zn-1(r, F), but this
follows also from our proof of Theorem 4.1 so we omit the details.
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Proof By the definition of ß, the function \j/(ß)(A, Q, v, u) is well-defined for all
11 in an open neighborhood of 0 in Cn. Therefore F — A>(ß)(A, Q, v) is a regular
power series, i.e. F(z) e R[[zi zn\\. Hence if we write F J2r FrZr and
ffri(z) J2r P?zr/r\as in (4.12), then Lemma 4.8 implies that

A{k)F(zM') Y FrPr- (4.15)
r

On the other hand, by [20, Theorem 2] the series

F{u) (2ni)-" Y e((x,v))f(mi,...,m„)(x-
xeZ»-{0)

as well as those formed by taking partial derivatives of the general term, converge
uniformly on a sufficiently small compact neighborhood of u 0 in C". Therefore
term by term differentiation is valid for F, and after applying /^(3U|,..., 3„„) and
Plugging in u 0 we obtain

HFrPr (4.16)
r

- (2ni) "(*+D Y e((x,v))f^(-dXl,-dX2,... ,tu„))(x)\q.
X<EZ"-{0}

The right side of (4.16) is the definition of 4^(4, Q, v), so combining (4.15)
and (4.16) gives the desired equality

A WF(zM') *z(A,fh,Q,v).

Proposition 4.10. Let a(w) ((I, 1), (2, 1) («, 1)). Then

M, Q, v) + 4>p(/l, M, Q, v) V(a)(A, Q, v)(zM').

P'oo/ Attached to A ander is the square matrix a {Au,..., Ani).
'guing as in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.6, we have

e((x',a~l(v + y)))e e (4i7>

yeZ"/oZ" x'<EZ"-{0) 11
T~>

or uny given y g Z", the inner sum is identified in Sczech's notation [20, (3)] as

<-ir 2 + r)>>|e.___±T+y,(,.g-(, + J,)|^.
xeZ"-{0}

^Xt 111 • ' • (A"n — t'«)

(4.18)
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To express this last quantity in elementary terms, we write v' a~l(v + y) and

let J J(y) denote the set of indices j e {1with ^ eZ, We then invoke

[20, Theorem 2] to obtain for u e (C — Z)" :

v', Q') + v',-Q')), (4.19)

e(uj{v'})
where 0') (-2 iti)n \ I I 'v"7/ + I I I

3 t\.1 — e(Uj)
je(u,v'.Q') i-imr n (Yri + l+signgl) n,VA'-*<"'> 2 )ti

Fix a subset Iq C J, select the factor ^1+s'^n for y g /0) anci expand the product

for (w, v', Q') accordingly. Writing / /o one obtains

hcJjelo
2

jeJ-Io e{-U>)jtJl e(UJ>

(-27ti)n Y weight(C/) —
r^T

1 G

e(u a lci[)
(4.20)

The last line follows from the formula (2.3) for weight(C/) and the definition (3.9)
of the point aj e &]. Collecting (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) we arrive at

\jf(a)(A, Q, v, u)

(_ lf+'deto ^ + e(u-ai)
—— + (2ni)"sa > weight (C7)-p; : 77—-r, (4.21)

r^j(y)

where weight+(C/) is the average of the weights for Q and —Q. The identity (4.21)
holds for all we C" as long as the vector ua has no component in Z.

Unwinding the argument of Section 3.2 to go from (3.8) to (3.10), we obtain

\f/(a)(A, Q, v, u)

(—1)" + 1 deter ^ + e(u a)
777—7 + i2ni) So Y weight (C/) > — - ——
N(uo) ^ r 1 — e((ua)/)

/c{i,..,«} ae0>,n(v+Z") 1 lJeI vv 1

f I + 1 fjgt rx

777—7 b (2Tti)nsa Y weight+(C/)/t(C/, v)(2jiiu)
N (ug '

v ' /C{1,...,«}
I \ 1 Hpt a
777—7 + (2reif /i(<t>;j"h04)(ß), v)(2niu), (4.22)
N(uo)

where the superscript "+" again denotes the average of the contributions of Q and

— Q. This implies the desired equality between power series using the definitions of
4>Sh, ^p, and ^(a) given in (3.20), (4.7), and (4.11) respectively.
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4.4. An explicit coboundary. Recall the notation 5* {1,...,A}, S S„.
Extending by linearity, we can define ^(g) for any map g: Sk —> Z[(5^ x 5)"].
In fact, more is true; if we denote by 9:Z[(S* x 5')"+1] -> Z[(5^ x 5)"] the usual
differential

n

9([h), •••.?«]) ^(-l)'[t0,...,/M ...Jn],
(=0

then T'(g) is well-defined for any map g:Sk —> Z[(S& x S)"]/ Image(3). This
follows from the cocycle relation (4.2), which implies that f(x(A,t)) 0 for t e
Image(3).

We will show that the map ß — a: S" —» Z[(S x 5)"]/ Image(3) is a coboundary
•n the following sense. For / 1,..., n, let e, : Sn-i -» S be the unique increasing
map whose image does not contain /. Given

A : S"~l -> Z[(S„-i x 5)"], (4.23)

define dh : Sn -* Z[(S x 5)"] by

n

(dh)(wi wn) ^(-l)'(o xid)(h(w,)). (4.24)

/ — 1

We will show that there exists an h such that ß - a dh (mod Image(d)). Let
ms indicate why this completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. For any h as in (4.23),
Proposition 4.5 yields a homogeneous cochain 4<(/t) e C_2(r, F). It is easily
checked from (4.24) that d(V(h)) — ty(dh). Therefore, combining Propositions 4.9
and 4.10, we obtain

- 4>r V(ß) - 4/(0-) dV(h)

as desired. It remains to define the appropriate function h.

Proposition 4.11. Fori 1 n - 1, define A,: S"1-1 Z[(S„-i x 5)"] by

ht{w) •••(' - l.w,_,),(/. l).(/.u>,).(/' + 1, 1) (« - 1, I)], w, > 1

(0. w, 1,

where w (wu... ,wn-t). Let h £', }(-1)' A,. Then ß - a dh
(mod Image(3)).
Remark 4.12. For n 2, the map A is given by /t(l) 0 and A(2)

[('< 1), (1, 2)]. This is the formula stated by Sczech [19, Page 371],

Proof One shows by induction on m that for m 1 /(,

^ r/A, j (uq w„)
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is equal to

[(1. wi) (m- 1 (m, 1),..., (n, 1)]

m-1

I

(w, 1), (m, wm), (m + 1, 1),..., (/?, 1)].

For m n, this yields

(a+dh)(w\, wn)

[(l.uti),....(« - 1. W„-i), («, 1)]

«-I
+ ^(-l)'f"_1[(l,u;i),.u;,)-• •>(« - l,u;„_i),(n, 1), («,«;„)]

i i

[(1, wi) ,(n,wn)\ (mod Image(3))

as desired.

5. Integral Shintani cocycle

In this section we introduce an auxiliary prime I and enact a smoothing process on

our cocycle 4fSh to define a cocycle on a certain congruence subgroup of T.
The smoothed cocycle satisfies an integrality property refining the rationality
result stated in Theorem 3.9. This refinement is stated in Theorem 5.7 below. The

key technical result allowing the proof of Theorem 5.7 is the explicit formula for

^sm g'ven in Theorem 5.4. We provide the details of the proof of Theorem 5.4

here; the deduction of Theorem 5.7 is given in [5, §2.7],
The arithmetic applications regarding classical and p-adic L-functions of totally

real fields stated in the Introduction as Theorems 2, 3, and 4 follow mutatis mutandis

as in [5] from Theorem 5.7. See §3-5 of loc. cit. for the proofs.

5.1. Definition of the smoothing. Fix a prime I. Let Z(£) Z[ 1 /p, p ^ i\ denote

the localization of Z at the prime ideal (I). Let

r< r0(fZ(£)) {A e GL„(Z(<)) : I I Aji for j > 1}.

Let tri diag(f, 1,1 1). Note that if A e T^, then niAnJ1 e GL„(Z(q).
For any 4> Z"-1(r, T), define a smoothed homogeneous cocycle 4^ e

Zn-\Yi,F) by

tyt(A, M, Q,v) := A>(n^An^ 1, nt
1 M,niQ,niv) — IA<(A, M, Q,v) (5.1)
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for A (A\,.... An) e T". The following is a straightforward computation using
the fact that 4* is a cocycle for P.

Proposition 5.1. We have e Z"~x(rt,T).

5.2. An explicit formula. We will now give an explicit formula for o *LSh^ for
an integer k > 0 in terms of Dedekind sums. For each integer k > 0, the Bernoulli
polynomial h/c(x) is defined by the generating function

texl tk
2>W- (5.2)
k=0

The following elementary lemma gives an explicit formula for the terms appearing
in the definition of h(C, u).

Lemma 5.2. Consider the cone C C(an cr(,) whose generators are a subset
°f the columns of the matrix a e T. Then

ez-a

(T^P'7'i)...(! -e„
(-|)r E Fl eW-lW>\ (5.3)

j=« 7 1 mj' ' £('_/!
r-tuples

Define the periodic Bernoulli function Bk(x) bk({x}), where {x} e [0, 1)
denotes the fractional part of x. The functions Bk are continuous for k 1, i.e.
bk(0) bk(\). The function B\ is not continuous at integers since bi(0) -1/2
and /)](1) 1/2. One can choose between these values by means of an auxiliary
Q Q as follows.

Definition 5.3. Let e (e\ en) be a vector of positive integers, Q e Q, and
«eV. Let

J { \ < j < n : ej \ and Vj e Z}. (5.4)

Define

B,(».e>=(nz::sT^)rK<»A
\teJ / liJ

Note that this is Be(u, — Q) in the notation of [5].

Let ct e Mn(Z) have nonzero determinant. Define the Dedekind sum

D(ct,e, Q,v) ^B£(ct_1(x + v),o~'Q). (5.5)

xZ"/<JZ"
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Suppose that a has the property that Of> := n^o/t e Mn{Z). (This says that the

bottom n — 1 rows of a are divisible by I.) Write e ^ e,. Define the t-smoothed
Dedekind sum

Dt(a, e. Q.v) D(oi,e, jt(Q,7T(v) — l1-"+-D(cr, e, Q,v) (5.6)

We can now give a formula for o in terms of the smoothed Dedekind

sum D^. Let A (A\ An) e r£, and let er denote the matrix consisting of
the first columns of the A,. Assume that deter ^ 0, and choose a scalar multiple
a Xg with A an integer coprime to I such that a G Mn(Z). Note that since each

A, e Tf, it follows that at itiojl £ Mn(Z) as well.

Theorem 5.4. We have

Pk(a)
M. Q. v) (-l)"sgn(detrr) ^^ + ^De(a,r + 1, Q.v),

where r + I := (/-| + 1 rn + 1). and the coefficients Pk(a) are defined in (4.12).

The proof of Theorem 5.4 is involved and technical; the reader is invited to

move on to the statement of Theorem 5.7 and the rest of the paper, returning to

our discussion here as necessary.

The proof of Theorem 5.4 will be broken into three parts:

• Showing that the terms from (5.3) arising from indices mj 0 cancel under
the smoothing operation; in particular, takes values in R[[zi,..., z„]].

• Calculating the remaining terms and thereby giving a formula for 'n
terms of the Dedekind sums D^.

• Applying Lemma 4.8, which relates the values of A^ on a power series in

:n\] to the coefficients appearing in (4.12).

Lemma 5.5. In the evaluation of Tfsh.tM- M, Q, v) using (5.3), the terms arising
from tuples in with any component mj 0 in M, n^Q.n^v) and

IW(A, M. Q, v) cancel. In particular, M, Q, v) e R[[zi,..., z„]].

Proof. This is the manifestation of Cassou-Nogues' trick in our context. Up to the

factor sgndeta, the value of ^shM, M,Q,v) is the right side of (5.3) summed over
various cones C C(a, olr) and all a e If? fl (v + Z"), with the subsets {/;}
chosen according the (7-perturbation rule, P? the parallelpiped associated to C, and

z replaced by zM':

E E (-')r E fl n £-(zM'<T')(ff"l(a)').

c aeiynv+z" "'/ 0 J l ^ WU/)
I tuples

(5.7)
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Let us now fix a cone C and consider the corresponding contribution of niC to the
value M,jztQ,Ttiv). (Note that C will be included using perturbation
via Q if and only if n^C will be included using perturbation via In applying
(5.3), we use the generators 7itati for the cone ntC. By applying the change of
variables a t-s 7t^la, we obtain the exact same expression as (5.7) except with Z"
in the second index replaced by |Z © Z"_1:

£ E (same). (5.8)

c nr+(fz®z"-')
Fix a tuple >n (m\ inr) appearing in the sum (5.7) such that at least one

nij is equal to zero. Fix such an index j and a point a e 3? IT v + Z". For
each equivalence class b mod t, there is a unique point of the form a + ka; /£ in
3A Pi v + (jZ © Zn~l) for an integer k b (mod I). Now, the summand associated
to each of these points in (5.8) is equal to the summand of the associated point a in

(5.7), and in particular is independent of k. To see this, note that

a~l (a + kat//1) u-1 (a) + (0 0, k/£, 0...., 0),

with k/t in the /7th component. Hence the only term possibly depending on k is

Bm
j (cr

1

(a)j f), but B0(x) 1 is a constant. The I terms a + katj/l in (5.8)
therefore cancel with the term a in (5.7), in view of the factor I in the definition
(5.1).

Lemma 5.6. We have

%h,t(A,M,Q.v) (—l)nsgndet(CT)]Tr^D^ff,/-+ \ ,Q,v)y. '

r

where r ranges over all n-tuples r (/q /'„) of nonnegative integers.

Proof. We will require the decomposition (3.10) for Cq fl (v + Z"), whose notation
we now recall. For each x Z" /gZ", let J J(x) denote the set of indices j such
that a~l(v + x), e Z. For each / D J, consider the cone C/ C(a, : i e /) with
associated parallelpiped bPj. The point .v and subset / yield a point aj e such
that ai — v (mod erZ"), defined by (3.9).

We evaluate tySh(A, M. Q.v) by employing the decomposition (3.10) and

applying (5.3). By Lemma 5.5, we need only consider terms from (5.3) arising
from nij > 1. We write r (/q,..., r„) (m, - 1 m„ - 1). Suppressing for
the moment the factor of sgndet(fx) in the definition (2.19) of 0Sh, we obtain that
tor a vector of nonnegative integers r and a class .v e Z"/ctZ", the contribution of
the cone C/ to the coefficient of n'=i (zM'a, )r' in M, Q, v) for I D J is 0
unless 0 for i $ /, and in that case equals

„eig*(c,•-!)< n n ^ M
x*j U' + ' isjnl V' + lh
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Therefore, let Jr J n {; : r, 0}. The expression (5.9) summed over all / D Jr
can be written

E n gr'+l,(r+E «üwc,k-2T.
jc6Z"/(jZ» i$j,

{>l '' /D77
(5.10)

The inner sum in (5.10) is easily computed using (2.3):

E<-2)'7nl+s'ei'2(g'r~')' =(->"- n
ICJI tef Jjr

Therefore, we end up with the following formula for the coefficient of \\l=x (zM'otY1
arising from terms with each in, r, + 1 > 1:

sp r Br, + l(CT '(u+-v)i) FT ~sgn(Q° ')j^ 1 A

(r, + 1)!
1 1

2
xei" /ffZ" l$Jr jeJr

Br+i(g~'(^ + v),a~xQ)^ (r + 1)!
'

xeZ'VffZ"

Evaluating the same expression with A, M, Q,v) replaced by (n^An^1, nfx M, n^Q, ntv)
and using the definition of gives the desired result.

Theorem 5.4 now follows from Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 4.8 applied with

F (—l)"sgndet(g) • D^(ct, r + 1, Q,v)~
(r + 1)!

and M replaced by a' M.

In [5], we show that Theorem 5.4 implies the following integrality property of
^sm (see Theorem 4 and §2.7 of loc. cit.)-

Theorem 5.7. Suppose that M and v satisfy Jm (p + |-Z © Z"~]) C Z[|], Then for
every nonnegative integer k, we have 34. Q, u) 6 Z[j],

Theorem 5.7 can be used to prove Theorems 2 and 3 from the introduction;
furthermore Spiess' cohomological formalism for p-adic L-functions can then be

used with our construction to deduce Theorem 4. We refer the reader to [5, §3-5]
for the proofs.

5.3. A generalized cocycle. We conclude the paper by defining a generalization
of the power series We discuss this generalization here because it was stated

without proof in [5, Proposition 2.4].
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Let V R[zi zn], viewed as a T-module via (yP)(z) P(zy). The fact
that the power series *PSh,£ 's regular (by Lemma 5.6) implies that its domain of
definition can be expanded from matrices M and their associated polynomials Jm
to arbitrary polynomials P e V. Let JF denote the R-vector space of functions

./: V x Q x V —>• R that are linear in the first variable and satisfy the distribution
relation

f(P,Q,v) sgn(A)" J] f(\^p P,\~'Q,w) (5.12)

Xw v

for each nonzero integer A when P is homogeneous. The space JF has a T-action
given by (3.19), with M replaced by P.

Following (4.12), define for P e V and any matrix a e M„(R) coefficients

Pr(o) by

P{zo') (513)
r

Fixing a 1, these coefficients define an operator A(/3E R[[zi,..., z„]] -> R given
by

A(P) =YdFrPr{\).

Proposition 5.8. The function

P, Q, v) : A(/,)vpSM(/l, L Q.v) (5.14)

(-l)"sgn(deta)^^(^)|)!Dna,r + l,g,t;) (5.15)

is a homogeneous cocyclefor V( valued in JF, i.e. T'sm e Z"~l (T^, JF).

Proof. The cocycle condition Xa=o(—')'^smMo- At,., An) 0 follows
from that for tyjM- The fact that 4(sm is invariant under Vi follows from the

equivalent statement for an^ tbe fact that for any matrix y e Mn (R) and any
F R[[zi,.... z„]\, we have

^y'^F(z) ^p)F(zy). (5.16)

Equation (5.16) is a mild generalization of Lemma 4.8 that again follows from (4.13).
The equality between (5.14) and (5.15) follows from Lemma 5.6 and (5.16) applied
1° y a.
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